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Abstract: The exponential growth of data in micro blogs with the breadth of the user base requires, drilling of a relevant topics. As there is a growth in data substantial effort is need to filter for the relevance. Detection of relevant, trending information is fundamental building block in drilling of micro blogs. This will help in managing and summarizing the comprehension of people behaviour in emergency situations to take the decisions. A novel approach towards identifying concept drift by initially grouping topics into classes and assigning weights for each class, and finding trends among that classes using sliding window processing model upon Twitter streams. This paper propose an novel approach towards identifying trending topics where the concept-drift occurs, by initially grouping topics into classes and assigning weights for each class, and finding trends among that classes using sliding window processing model upon twitter streams.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In today's world communication is mainly through social networking sites like, Twitter, Facebook, and Google+. Huge amount of data that is being generated and shared across these micro-blogging sites, serves as a good source of Big Data Streams for analysis. As the topic of discussion changes drastically, the relevance of data is temporal, which leads to concept-drift. Identification and handling of this concept drift in such Big Data Streams is present area of interest. The state-of-the-art techniques for identifying trending topics in such data streams mainly concentrate on the frequency of the topic as the key parameter. In the digital world, things that are repeated become reputable or trendy. Different practice of liking, sharing, commenting are judged not on the basis of the content, but on the repetition of the content. This might explain why the more popular a tweet is; the more popular it becomes which increases popularity of the tweet. This depends entirely on the relevance of the topic at that particular instance. The topic keeps changing its position or stick to its previous position as time advances. The topic sometimes slides up or down the rank as it gains public interest or vice-verse. Twitter was therefore selected as a case of study for Concept-Drift Analysis. Concept-Drift Analysis is an integrated study of identifying and handling Concept-Drift in this evolving stream of data.

Related work

In existing system, act miner is used which uses an ensemble classification technique for data problem and solving the other three problem which reduces the cost. Act miner is extended version of mine class. Act miner addresses major problem concept drift. In this method, dynamic feature selection problem and multi class classification in data stream classification based on clustering methods for collecting potential novel instances so memory is required to store. Another disadvantage is that using clustering method first find centroid which also incremental so time overhead occurs. And also not possible classify streamed data continuously. Because of continuous flow of streamed data and classification become continuous task. classify streamed data continuously. Because of continuous flow of streamed data and classification become continuous task.

Methodology

The state-of-the-art techniques for identifying trending topics in such data streams mainly concentrate on the frequency of the topic as the key parameter. Concentrating on such a weak indicator, reduces the precision of mining. Here we propose a novel approach towards identifying concept-drift by initially grouping topics into classes and assigning weight-age for each class, using sliding window processing model upon Twitter streams. Concept-Drift identification System works in four stages. Data Collection is the first step, followed by pre-processing of the gathered topics Second step is to label the topics into four main classes; in the third step class weight-age is calculated for these labelled trending topics by identifying the twelve dynamic class parameters arising from sliding window processing model. In a proposed system twitter data will be collected for trending topics. Collected data is arranged into different classes such as politics, entertainment and general etc by applying data labels.

Data Collection
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Data from tweeter will be collected by following procedure

• Sign into Twitter with twitter account.
• With twitter application management api keys will be obtained.
• Then data is pre-processed as follows: (1) removing special symbols, (2) inserting hyphens between words, (3) position was appended to each topic (4) all characters were converted into lower case. After cleaning we get cleaned data.

Labelling

After unique topics were identified it is classified into some categories like Politics, Entertainment, Foreign Affairs, and General Etc based on trending topics. Here manual labelling is done in data editor. The reason for this classification is to reduce the anomalies which arise due to abrupt changes in the trend. So we confined our analysis upon the classified trending topics.

Class Weight-age Calculation

Weight-age for each class was calculated based on the class Parameters identified as shown in Table 3.1. These Class Parameters were identified as Key Parameters for calculating Class weight-age by assigning a weight for each parameter determined empirically and normalized as shown in the Table 3.1. The formula for calculating Class Weight-age is as follows: Class Weight-age:

\[
\text{Class Weight-age} = \frac{\sum (\text{parameter}_\text{wt} \times \text{parameter}_\text{val})}{\sum \text{parameter}_\text{wt}}
\]

- Previous Class Occurrence is checked that is whether politics has occurred previously or not and sets the value as follows: -true or 1 if it is occurred -false or NA or 0 (class disappears)
- Class Relevance is calculated by finding class frequency which is nothing but count of occurrence of that class further divided by window size.

\[
\text{Class Relevance} = \frac{\text{Class Frequency}}{\text{Window Size}}
\]
- Updated Class Relevance is calculated by finding updated class frequency that is count of occurrence of that class which further divide by window size.

\[
\text{Updated Class Relevance} = \frac{\text{Updated class frequency}}{\text{window size}}
\]

Class Position Weight-age is calculated by finding position weight and position frequency.

\[
\text{Class Position Weight-age} = \frac{\text{pos wt} \times \text{pos frequency}}{2 \times \text{pos wt}}
\]

Class Duration Weight-age is calculated by finding current chunk duration, previous chunk duration and window duration.

After calculating the weights using the above formulas the next step is sliding window process. Sliding window processing model was applied upon modified data-set where the window size was set to 10, 20, 30... 100. The sliding window basic principle is to take a decision on root of current data. Segments of data streams are consider as data strips. The techniques of data stripping called window.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Figure 4.7 is a manual label editor where trend and category column will be appeared. Here in category column manually the category entering will be done depends on trending topic such as politics, sports etc.

The Figure 4.10 is a class relevance count screen where count of that class depending on occurrence of that class will be displayed. Here class relevance is nothing but frequency count of that class.
Figure 4.11 Class Relevance

The Figure 4.11 is a class relevance screen where it is calculated by a formula. The formula to calculate class relevance is class frequency divide by window size. Here class frequency is nothing but class relevance count which is shown in fig-4.11 and window size means total number of observations i.e. is 18 multiplied by window size that is 3 where the value is 54 which is subtracted by number of empty classes. Again that class relevance is multiplied with 10 to bring it into scale.

Figure 4.12 Updated Class Relevance (Count)

The Figure 4.12 is an updated class relevance count screen where count of that class depending on occurrence of that class will be displayed after updating. Here updated class relevance is nothing but frequency count of that class which is incremented by 1, when the class appears in the current record. Decremented by 1, when the class disappears till its value is greater than zero and retained as it is when the value becomes zero.

Figure 4.13 Updated Class Relevance

The Figure 4.13 is an updated class relevance screen where it is calculated by a formula. The formula to calculate updated class relevance is updated class frequency divide by window size. Here class frequency is nothing but updated class relevance count which is shown in fig-4.13 that is incremented by 1 when the that class is appeared and decremented by 1, when the class disappears till its value is greater than zero and retained as it is when the value becomes zero. Window size here is same as class relevance but along with class appearance count here calculation for class disappearance is also done which give the updated class relevance data. Again that updated class relevance is multiplied with 10 to bring it into scale.

Figure 4.14 Class Position Weight-age

The Figure 4.14 is a class position weight-age screen. Here class position weight-age is calculated by finding position weight and position frequency where position weight is nothing but weight of that class and class position frequency is nothing but count of that class which is incremented with respective to the position of class in the dataset. Here position weight-age is calculated by taking appearance of that class then 16 subtracted by position of that class. Here 16 is taken because single window size is 16.Actually it is 18 but after 15th record weights are 0 so 16 is taken here. After this addition of all that values is done and multiplied by 10 to bring it into range.
Figure 4.15 Class Duration

The Figure 4.15 is a class duration screen. Here if that class appears then value 3 is assigned in that place because the window size here is considered as 3 that is only 3 it is not getting incremented. If the class is not appeared then it is assigned as 0.

Figure 4.16 Class Duration Weight-age

The Figure 4.16 is a class duration weight-age (cumulative sum) screen. Here duration weight-age is calculated by considering current chunk duration, previous chunk duration and window duration. Current chunk duration means current time; previous chunk duration means when the class disappear the previous recorded chunk duration is added. Window duration is calculated as the average window duration for the data considered. Here cumulative sum for class duration is done as where current duration is added with previous duration. i.e... 6+3=9 for 3rd row for politics as shown in Figure 4.16.

The Figure 4.17 is a class duration weight-age screen. Here after getting the cumulative sum values as shown in Figure 4.16 that is divided with 3 which again multiplied into record number to bring to normal scale. So in 2 row of politics its weight is 6 that in Figure 4.16 but it is divided by 3 which is again multiplied by record number that is 6 divided by 3*2 where 2 is record number so 6 divide by 6 will be 1 as shown in Figure 4.17. In the same way the class durations are calculated.

Figure 4.18 Class Weight-age calculation

The Figure 4.18 is a class weight-age calculation screen. Weight-age for each class was calculated based on the class Parameters identified as shown in Table 3.1. These Class Parameters were identified as Key Parameters for calculating Class weight-age by assigning a weight for each parameter determined empirically and normalized as shown in the Table 3.1. Here as given in Figure 4.18 weight-ages for politics is 83 which is more when compare to all other classes even though there are changes in weight-ages of politics class where class weight-age is less than other class but by seeing the final scenario it has been concluded that politics has more weight-age than other classes.
The Figure 4.19 is a sliding window screen. After the weight age is calculated they are placed in sliding window model to find the topic which has been repeating continuously. Here sliding window model is processed for long period of data that is 12 hours and there are no changes in topic for some time but after sometime there will be a change as shown in Figure 4.19(b).

**Figure 4.19(a) Sliding window process**

The Figure 4.19(a) is a sliding window screen. After the weight age is calculated they are placed in sliding window model to find the topic which has been repeating continuously. Here sliding window model is processed for long period of data that is 12 hours and there are no changes in topic for some time but after sometime there will be a change as shown in Figure 4.19(b).

**Figure 4.19(b) Sliding window process**

The Figure 4.19(b) is a sliding window screen. After the weight age is calculated they are placed in sliding window model to find the topic which has been repeating continuously. Here changes are found which means topic get changes according to time. It is also proven that according to time the trending topics get changed where the concept of concept-drift is seen clearly.

The Figure 4.20 is an occurrence of class screen. Here graph is plotted using the key parameters on each class to see the occurrence or weight age of that class. The graph is plotted on the politics class which shows the occurrence of the politics class depending on window that is time. Here graph is plotted between class weight-age and time. As the shown in graph the politics class is starting at 83 as the weight-age of class politics is 83 as given in Figure 4.17. Even though the graph gets fluctuated the weight-age of politics class is high when compare to other classes and it is the first trending topic among all the classes.

**Figure 4.20 Occurrence of class (politics)**

The Figure 4.21 is an occurrence of class screen. Here graph is plotted using the key parameters on each class to see the occurrence or weight age of that class. The graph is plotted on the sports class which shows the occurrence of the sports class depending on window that is time. Here graph is plotted between class weight-age and time. As the shown in graph the sports class is starting at 80 as the weight-age of class politics is 80 as given in Figure 4.17. Even though the graph gets fluctuated that is sometime the weight-age is more than politics but by seeing all the weight-ages it is less than politics but higher than other classes so it is second trending topic among all the classes.

**Figure 4.21 Occurrence of class (Sports)**
Figure 4.22 Occurrence of class (business)

The graph is plotted on the business class which shows the occurrence of that class depending on window that is time. Here graph is plotted between class weight-age and time. As the shown in graph the business class is starting at 63 as it is the weight-age of class as given in Figure 4.17. Even though in some cases the weight-age for the class is getting down by seeing the final results in the Figure 4.17 it has proven that business class has higher weight-age when compare to other three classes that are education, entertainment and health. So even though the graph gets fluctuated the business class is high and it is the third trending topic among all the classes.

Figure 4.23 Occurrence of class (entertainment)

The graph is plotted on the entertainment class which shows the occurrence of that class depending on window that is time. Here graph is plotted between class weight-age and time. As the shown in graph the entertainment class is starting at 61 as it is the weight-age of class as given in Figure 4.17. Here even the class weight-age is starting at less when compare to education which is starting at high weight-age but after seeing all the weigh-ages it has higher when compare to education. So it has proven that entertainment class has higher weight-age when compare to other two classes that are education and health. So even though the graph gets fluctuated the entertainment class is high and it is the fourth trending topic among all the classes.

Figure 4.24 Occurrence of class (education)

The graph is plotted on the education class which shows the occurrence of that class depending on window that is time. Here graph is plotted between class weight-age and time. As the shown in graph the education class is starting at 62 as it is the weight-age of class as given in Figure 4.17. So it has proven that education is high when comparing health and less than other classes.

Figure 4.25 Occurrence of class (health)

The Figure 4.25 is an occurrence of health class screen. The graph is plotted on the health class which shows the occurrence of that class depending on window that is time. Here graph is plotted between class weight-age and time. So it has proven that health is the sixth and last trending topic among all the classes.
Data is collected for 12 hour that is from morning 10 am to night 10 pm and weight-age for each class was calculated based on the class Parameters identified as shown in Table 3.1. These Class Parameters were identified as Key Parameters for calculating Class weight-age by assigning a weight for each parameter determined empirically and normalized as shown in the Table 3.1. in Figure 4.17 it has got to an end that politics is first trending topic, then sports is the second, business third, entertainment fourth, education fifth and finally health is last which has less weight-age when compare to all classes.

Data is collected for 6 minutes and the weight-age for each class was calculated based on the class Parameters identified as shown in Table 3.1. These Class Parameters were identified as Key Parameters for calculating Class weight-age by assigning a weight for each parameter determined empirically and normalized as shown in the Table 3.1. Here by seeing this graph it is stated that other class which means not related to any of the classes have more trending as its weight-age is high when compare to other remaining classes. Next the politics class has higher which is second trending, third education, fourth sports and fifth is entertainment is trending. Here in this graph there no much changes in classes because the time taken for collecting the data is less and the records are also less.

3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Twitter data is considered as one of the real time data stream. The data collection is done using streaming API, which collects trending topics in real time as they happen and for this data pre-processing is performed. After pre-processing data is manually categorised using data editor. As data is categorised to calculate the class weight-age automatic categorising is performed. The impact of concept-drift is shown in this proposed system with the help of class weight-age calculation. Visualization of the significance of the concept-drift is clearly shown with the help of graph wherever is required. In this proposed system 12 hours data is considered. It can be extended 24 hours data which give the more accurate results and improves the performance.
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